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1. INTRODUCTION

To keep pace with the growing need for
GOES data and products, NOAA is evolving its
geostationary sensor capabilities. The Advanced
Baseline Imager (ABI) will be the next generation
geostationary imager on GOES-R, beginning in
2010. As with the current GOES Imager, this
instrument will be used for a wide range of both
qualitative and quantitative applications. The ABI
will include a number of improvements over the
existing imager besides the additional bands. The
ABI will improve the spatial coverage from
nominally 4 to 2 km for the infrared bands, as
well as almost a five-fold increase of the
coverage rate (Gurka and Dittberner 2001). This
imager will have a minimum of eight spectral
bands and a maximum of twelve spectral bands.
The minimum eight bands are similar to the five
bands on the current GOES-8/11 Imagers
(Menzel and Purdom 1994), plus a snow/cloud-
discriminating 1.6 µm band, a mid-tropospheric
7.0 µm water vapor band, and a 13.3 µm band
useful for determining cloud heights and
amounts. This carbon dioxide-sensitive band is
similar to that on the GOES-M and beyond series
of Imagers (Schmit et al. 2001). The ABI bands
were selected after considering NWS
requirements, existing bands on the GOES
Imagers and Sounders, bands on other future
geostationary satellites, and bands on current
and future polar-orbiting satellites. For example,
the next generation METEOSAT
(METEOrological SATellite) Second Generation
(MSG), to be launched in 2002, will have 12
channels, including two water vapor channels
centered at 6.2 and 7.3 µm (Schmetz et al.
1998).

The uses of the eight core bands, and
the four additional bands, are briefly described in
the following section.
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2. ABI CHANNEL SELECTION

The 0.64 µm visible band is used for:
daytime cloud imaging; snow and ice cover;
detection of severe weather onset detection; low-
level cloud drift winds; fog; smoke; volcanic ash,
hurricane analysis; and winter storm analysis.

During the day, the 1.6 µm band can be
used for: cloud/snow/ice discrimination; total
cloud cover; aviation weather analyses for cloud-
top phase (Hutchison 1999); and detecting
smoke from low-burn-rate fires.

The shortwave IR window (3.9 µm) band
has many uses: fog (Ellrod et al. 1998) and low-
cloud discrimination at night; fire identification
(Prins et al., 1998); volcanic eruption and ash
detection; and daytime reflectivity for snow/ice.

The 6.15 µm and 7.0 µm bands will be
used for upper and mid-tropospheric water vapor
tracking; jet stream identification (Weldon et al.,
1991); hurricane track forecasting; mid-latitude
storm forecasting; severe weather analysis and
for estimating upper level moisture (Soden et al.,
1993; Moody et al., 1999).

The longwave infrared window (11.2
µm) band will provide day/night cloud analyses
for general forecasting and broadcasting
applications; precipitation estimates (Vicente et
al., 1998); severe weather analyses; cloud drift
winds (Velden et al. 1998a); hurricane strength
(Velden et al. 1998b) and track analyses; cloud
top heights; volcanic ash detection (Prata 1989);
fog detection (in multi-band products); winter
storms; and cloud phase/particle size estimates
(in multi-band products).

The 12.3  µm band will offer nearly
continuous cloud monitoring for numerous
applications; low-level moisture determinations;
volcanic ash identification detection (Davies and
Rose 1998); Sea Surface Temperature
measurements (Wu et al. 1999) and cloud
particle size (in multi-band products).

The 13.3 µm band will be used for cloud
top height assignments for cloud-drift winds;



cloud products for ASOS supplement (Schreiner
et al. 1993; Wylie and Menzel 1999); tropopause
delineation; and estimating cloud opacity.

Four bands have been proposed as
additions to the core eight, with the goal of
meeting NWS requirements and enhancing many
products/applications. The 8.5 µm band, in
conjunction with the 11.2 µm band, will enable
detection of volcanic dust cloud containing
sulfuric acid aerosols (Realmuto et al. 1997;
Baran et al. 1993; Ackerman and Strabala 1994).
In addition, the 8.5 µm band can be combined
with the 11.2 and 12.3 µm bands to derive cloud
phase (Strabala et al. 1994).

The 10.35 µm band will help to derive
low-level moisture, cloud particle size and
surface properties. Chung et al. (2000) showed
how the 10 - 11 µm region is important for
determining particle sizes of ice-clouds.

A visible band at 0.86 µm will help the
detection of aerosols and vegetation.
Characterizing aerosols and their optical
properties is essential for improving a number of
satellite products, for example land and sea
surface temperatures. This band may enable
localized vegetation stress monitoring, fire
danger monitoring, and albedo retrieval. Other
applications include suspended sediment
detection (Aquirre-Gomez, 2000).

Finally, a near-infrared channel at 1.38
µm is proposed to detect very thin cirrus not
detected by other bands. The 1.38 µm band is
similar to a band on MODIS (MODerate
resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer).
Radiation from this band does not sense into the
lower troposphere due to water vapor absorption
and thus it provides excellent daytime sensitivity
to very thin cirrus.

The spectral widths of the ABI infrared
bands are shown both in Table 1 and Fig. 1. A
number of these same bands were selected by
NASA for the Advanced Geosynchronous
Studies Imager (AGSI)  (Hinkal et al. 1999).

Table 1. ABI channel selection. The four shaded
bands denote the proposed additional bands.

Wavelength (µm) Description

0.64 +/- 0.05 Visible
0.86 +/- 0.05 Visible

1.375 +/- 0.015 Near IR
1.61 +/- 0.03 Near IR
3.9 +/- 0.1 Shortwave IR

6.15 +/- 0.45 Water Vapor 1
7.0 +/- 0.2 Water Vapor 2
8.5 +/- 0.2 IR Window 1

10.35 +/- 0.25 IR Window 2
11.2 +/- 0.4 IR Window 3
12.3 +/- 0.5 IR Window 4
13.3 +/- 0.3 Carbon Dioxide

Fig. 1 The GOES-8 IR spectral bands (top bars)
and the ABI IR spectral bands (lower bars). A
high-spectral resolution earth-emitted spectra is
also plotted.

The corresponding ABI weighting functions (for
the IR bands) are shown in Fig. 2.

3. ABI SIMULATIONS BASED ON MODIS
DATA

There are two main methods to simulate
the expected signal from a future instrument. One
method uses a radiative transfer model along
with some estimate of the state of the
atmosphere to calculate the expected (noise free)
signal and then add noise. The second method,
employed in this study, is to use higher-resolution
data to simulate ABI. This method allows for
more realistic simulations, especially of the
clouds. Bands on the high-spatial resolution
NASA MODIS data (Ackerman et al. 1998) have
been used to simulate the ABI bands. The 10.35
µm band could not be simulated since there is no
corresponding MODIS band.

The simulation of the ABI from MODIS
data consists of two steps. First, apply a point
spread function (PSF) to the MODIS data to
account for diffraction and other blurring affects.
PSF data were obtained from MIT/Lincoln Labs
(personal communication, Edward Wack).
Second, remap the MODIS 1 km to the ABI 2 km
spatial resolution. No corrections were made to
account for different spectral response functions
between MODIS and ABI. Also, given the
similarities between MODIS and ABI bit depth
and instrument noise, no adjustments were made
for either parameter.



Fig. 2. The contribution weighting functions are
plotted for each of the IR ABI bands for the
standard atmosphere at a 40 degree local zenith
angle.

Fig. 3. Actual GOES Imager water vapor image
(top) and the simulated ABI image (bottom). Both
images are shown in the GOES projection. The
gravity waves are clearly depicted in the ABI
image. This case is from 7 April 2000, 1815 UTC.

Figure 3 shows current GOES and
simulated ABI (from MODIS imagery) water
vapor images in cloud free skies. These
mountain waves over Colorado and New Mexico
were induced by strong northwesterly flow
associated with a pair of upper-tropospheric jet
streaks moving across the elevated terrain of the
southern and central Rocky Mountains. The
mountain waves appear better defined over
Colorado; in fact, several aircraft reported
moderate to severe turbulence over that region.

Fig. 4. Close-up of severe convection as depicted
in the longwave IR window from 25 February
2001. GOES Imager (top) and simulated ABI
(bottom) are shown.

Figure 4 shows GOES Imager and ABI
close-ups of a severe thunderstorm. The details
of the cold-tops are more evident in the ABI
image. Additional comparisons are being made
for a wide range of meteorological phenomena.
These phenomena include wave clouds, severe
convection, hurricanes, volcanoes, fires, lake ice,
cloud phase and fog.  For example, a thin ash
plume from the Mt. Cleveland (Alaska) volcano
was more readily identified in an 8.5 µm minus 11
µm image than in the traditional split window 11
minus 12 µm image.

4. SUMMARY

The ABI represents an exciting
expansion in geostationary remote sensing
capabilities, especially the 12 band version.
Other improvements include faster coverage and
improved spatial resolution. Even with 12 bands,
the instrument could benefit from the addition of
two more bands, at 0.47 µm and 9.6 µm. The
0.47 µm band would be used for aerosol
detection and would enable daytime "true color"
composites. The 9.6 µm band would monitor total
ozone on space and time scales never before
possible; MSG will also have such an ozone-
sensitive band. Similar bands were proposed on
the AGSI (Hinkal et al. 1999).
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